
Actor Colin Farrell is in 
negotiations to join Eva 

Green and Danny DeVito 
in Tim Burton’s ‘Dumbo’.

The ‘Fantastic Beasts 
and Where to Find Them’ 

actor is expected to play 
the role of Holt, the 
widowed father of two 
kids from Kentucky, in 
the upcoming Disney 
live-action movie.

Eva Green is tapped 
as Colette, a French 
trapeze artist who 
works for the evil 

Vandemere, and DeVito 
who will play Medici, the 
man who runs a smaller 
circus acquired by the 
villain who is yet to be 
cast.

‘Dumbo’ centres on a 
big-eared circus elephant 

mocked for his large ears, 
but he learns to use them as 

wings to fly.
The project will reunite Eva Green 

with Tim Burton who directed her in his 
previous two movies ‘Miss Peregrine’s 

Home for Peculiar Children’ and ‘Dark 
Shadows’. (TOI)
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ASHTON IRWIN @Ashton5SOS   Someone asked me what the best part of being in a band is. I answered with, “the best part is feeling welcomed & at home everywhere we go”

 

Longtime comedy actress whose credits include 
Knocked Up, 17 Again, Funny People, Vacation, 
The Other Woman and The 40-Year-Old Virgin. She 
married Judd Apatow.

March 26, 1972 

Los Angeles

Actress Kristen Bell thinks being a good 
person is the “quickest” and easiest way to 

feel beautiful about yourself.
The “Frozen” star believes beauty comes 

from within and feels self-esteem is the most 
important part when it comes to feeling good 
about yourself.

“The beauty lesson that is paramount, is your 
beauty comes from inside, not out. You can 
make yourself look however you want to look 
but you will not feel beautiful until you have 
self-esteem, and you will not get self-esteem 
until you participate in estimable acts,” Bell told 
people.com. (IANS)

Los Angeles

Filmmaker Richard Curtis has revealed that while filming for 
2003 film “Love Actually”, actress Keira Knightley presumed 

that the popular fantasy series “Pirates of the Caribbean” would 
be a disaster.

Knightley played the role of Elizabeth Swann in the film 
franchise.
In an op-ed written for The Radio Times, Curtis said it has been 

a “particular delight” for him to see how “brilliantly” the cast 
of “Love Actually”, including Hugh Grant, Liam Neeson, 

Colin Firth and Alan Rickman has blossomed over the 
years, reports variety.com.

Later on, he recalled a funny incident when he 
asked Knightley what else she is working on and she 
replied that her another project is “some pirate thing 
- probably a disaster,” referring to the “Pirates of the 
Caribbean” franchise that eventually made the actress 
a big star. (IANS)

Jake Gyllenhaal is all set to star in a drama about an American who joins 
the fight against Islamic state in Syria.
Gyllenhaal will be reteaming with ‘Life’ director Daniel Espinosa for 

this project, which is an adaptation of the Rolling Stone article, ‘The 
Anarchist vs. ISIS’. Espinosa is set to direct the film adaptation and will 
produce under his newly formed production banner BOZI alongside 
Ninestories’ producers Gyllenhaal and Riva Marker. (TOI)


